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we ended by sharing a scripture .Luke 12:6  
Are not five sparrows sold for two assars? and one of them is not forgotten before God, 7 but even 
the hairs of your head have been all numbered; therefore fear ye not, do not be afraid,  than many 
sparrows ye are of more value.

You are of more value, you are more than worth it, you are not worthless, you are and 
always will be, worth it to me.

Light gathered together … LASER … concentrated light, photons meeting produce heat and
that heat is transferred into power … precise accuracy, intensity and  immensity.... to the 
very end
Ultimate example …  Mark 13:24
But in those days, following that distress, “‘the sun will be darkened,
    and the moon will not give its light; 25 the stars will fall from the sky,     and the heavenly bodies
will be shaken.’[c]

26 “At that time people will see the Son of Man coming in clouds with great power and glory. 
27 And he will send his angels and gather his elect from the four winds, from the ends of the earth 
to the ends of the heavens. COMES WITH GREAT POWER AND Matthew adds GREAT GLORY

every demonic force is paralysed. That’s then, but we have a now

The rainbow is his expression of his covenant to us, and in us, to the world NOW …  
through his light that you bring,  to others especially in increasingly difficult and inclement 
times

Just as salt is gods perseverance of his preserving qualities
so too is light preserving and piercing the darkness with his promise

The light of God is his light in us. As he was in the world so too are we

Light as it shines removes darkness,  illuminates and  expresses  the very thoughts and ideas
of its creator, it also creates the works god has prepared in advance for its bearers, its 
holders to do . .Let me take hold of you.

a city on a hill cannot be hid, as god cradles his beloved Jerusalem with mountains, so to 
does he cradle you with his universe and  himself, his light is his love for you  and like his 
light shining on his city, His love for you cannot be hid. 

We have spoken a bit about the heavenly lights
Ps 19:1  
The heavens declare the glory of God;     the skies proclaim the work of his hands.
2 Day after day they pour forth speech;     night after night they reveal knowledge.
3 They have no speech, they use no words;     no sound is heard from them.
4 Yet their voice[b] goes out into all the earth,     their words to the ends of the world.

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=mark+13&version=NIV#fen-NIV-24743c
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=ps+19&version=NIV#fen-NIV-14173b


light that is seen is a message

Ps 104, speaks of HIS / OUR GARMENTS OF LIGHT, he wraps himself in light, which 
HE CAN OPEN LIKE A CURTAIN TO REVEAL his work, his preparation for his 
presentation … the children are almost ready and then the performance will very soon 
begin, commanded to put on Christ our armour of light

• As we READ ACTS 5:12-16  … v 15 , we considered the popularity that peter had 
amongst the people, both believers and non believers … Peter was always careful 
and  said, this power , its not me, its of Him, Jesus, through faith in the power of his 
name. The miracle is not complete until God gets the glory

• in those days shadows considered by some to have power as a portent for good, but 
also for evil, but also as a point of contact

• we saw how the people had a hunger and a longing, a belief, even an expectancy to 
have even their most serious physical illnesses changed, by somehow experiencing a 
touch from god in this way, through peters shadow

• the supernatural becoming more accepted and prevalent, despite the opposite views 
of a major ruling authority in the Sadducees

• remember the dream of the shadow of god falling on the snakes , terrifying them
• and finding myself under his wings, with others whilst worshipping, and being 

bathed not in shadow, but in bright bright light
• we asked ????? 
• what in the light of scripture, including our own experiences and thoughts was the 

shadow referring to.
• More closely
• you have 2 words shadow and overshadow

Acts 5:16 As a result, people brought the sick into the streets and laid them on beds and mats so 
that at least Peter’s shadow might fall on some of them as he passed by. Unpick this a bit

The word shadow, describing Peters  is the usual one we expect when the sun shines
but we also have the word overshadow, or that might fall on

• ??? Where overshadow   Luke 1:34

And Mary said unto the messenger, `How shall this be, seeing a husband I do not know?' 
35 And the messenger answering said to her, `The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and 
the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee, therefore also the holy-begotten thing 
shall be called Son of God;

linked to ???? overshadowing linked to creative power, the beginning of the life of the male
Jesus as cells in her womb same word  linked to God birthing something new

that the shadow of peter might overshadow, Strongs define overshadow
(by analogy)their words not mine, their definition is  to envelop in a haze of brilliancy; figuratively,
to invest with preternatural influence:—overshadow. In  Luke 9:29 we see this 

so we see a link scriptural link to dream
  



Luke 9:29 and it came to pass, in his praying, the appearance of his face became altered, 
and his garment white – sparkling. … other words the same definition … envelop in a haze 
of brilliancy ….  

Luke 9:34-35
and as he was speaking these things, there came a cloud, and overshadowed them, and 
they feared in their entering into the cloud, 35 and a voice came out of the cloud saying, 
`This is My Son -- the Beloved; hear ye him;

what are we really seeing here

 this is the revelation, the fathers declaration, the REVELATION  OF THE Son of God in 
something of his glory, Light and power …???? do we need fear As they did

We no longer need fear entering the cloud, nor hearing his voice, like those in the OT feared
the cloud and the voice

Israel through the Red Sea described baptised into the cloud

for we have now, been  baptised into the son of god, we have access from INSIDE the 
cloud, we are not the outsiders, nor the in-betweeners, but we are the INSIDERS

Mat 17:2 
and he was transfigured before them, and his face shone as the sun, and his garments did 
become white as the light,

17:5While he is yet speaking, lo, a bright cloud overshadowed them, and lo, a voice out 
of the cloud, saying, `This is My Son, -- the Beloved, in whom I did delight; hear him.' 
6 And the disciples having heard, did fall upon their face, and were exceedingly 
afraid,???? why …. in the  presence of holiness, divine awesomeness of god, bearing 
weight of his Divine glory ...we no longer need fear looking at his face, for we in Jesus 
have been brought into the place (face, presence) where we are beheld by the face of the 
father

Rev 1:  12-16
and having in his right hand seven stars, and out of his mouth a sharp two-edged sword is 
proceeding, and his countenance [is] as   the sun shining in all its might.     This is the 
brightness of the son ...

in both scenes we r seeing the glory of the son of god, the revelation of the son of god, 

When The sun was at its height its called the zenith
 What we r seeing is the  zenith of god …Jesus is the zenith of God ...and from that zenith 
,from this very source we get that prism that refracts to you and through you
????
the son of god is the zenith of god … shining in all its strength ...prism of his nature

• .. first you have a shadow, the shadow of peter … the natural shadow, meaning 



meaning dark outline and infill 
• … but the overshadowing ...is the light of the one casting the shadow, the 

overshadowing gives light to the shadow … His shadow produces light in human 
form

• the image of God in the life of peter
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under the wings is his light, and it produces his shadow …. but that shadow is the glory 
of the son, who’s countenance, is shining in all his might

the intensity of that light  shining in all its might, all its strength… 
tried a few times, very foolishly, as a young boy, as might some of you , don’t try this at 
home
to see the sun without shades on, just make out a fiery white ball in the sky, but only for a 
split second … this was the intensity , at least something of it of the countenance of The Son
of God

• so the shadow cast the full brightness of the son shining in all its might, through 
the natural shadow that was peter

and like peter, he manifests some of the intense countenance through you, but in Jesus he 
gives us protection that it might not obliterate us or cause us eternal harm

• So we are drawing back the curtain of scripture and revealing the one who lives in 
unapproachable light. Who’s light is in you as it was.

whether awake or sleep its the presence of god, choosing to manifest his light, in 
redemptive, creative or protective form

but notice, like when the woman with an issue of blood, notice there is no expectation that 
peter stop and pray, reflects something of the prayer cloth that Paul shared, he was not 
there in person,

this is what we r praying for when we ask … thy kingdom come, on earth as it is in heaven

Like the shadow there in acts is increasing evidence of Different yet defining manifestations
of the presence of god, happens when god decides to move in his time , in his way, we don’t
have to go looking, they will happen … oh that you would rend the heavens and come down
and o what u did not expect you to do

no eye has seen no ear heard no mind has conceived what god has for those who love him

he is able to do exceedingly, abundantly, MORE than we can ask, or even imagine, to think 
to ask

Read passage …. acts 5:16 
16 Crowds gathered also from the towns around Jerusalem, bringing those who were ill and those 
tormented by impure spirits, and all of them were healed. … heard that before … Mat 12: 15   and 
Jesus having known, withdrew thence, and there followed him great multitudes, and he healed 



them all, … get the sense that something increasingly extraordinary happening here, all healed

demonic powers loosed, that held people in sickness , at times sickness can be caused by demonic , 
but often when the demons go so to does the sickness

god bringing then out from a black hole

same in Luke 6: 17-19      all … not just a shower, not just a sprinkle of rain, not just a refreshing, 
or a shower, but a deluge …  a cloudburst

the recording in Luke, occurred right after the choosing of the 12 …often  god orders his order 
before he moves in this type of might …. this is what is happening now .. he’s ordering his order. 
Much is said of a new world order, but god is speaking of the law of grace and of order

This is on collective level, occurring with the church in acts, but I just want to come back to 
peters example, his shadow … read this article …. see the link between peter, shadow and 
our part in the presence of god in our lives

committed to the lord, but made him his number 1 priority, 

Ps 91; 1 
Whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most High     will rest in the shadow of the Almighty.[a]

Dwells … yasher … he who sits ...rest habitually … make it your habit, clothe yourself with
it..two things

we speaking of taking our place in the body
this speaks of our taking our place with god ,  …...chose to sit down with God, for God 
has chosen to sit down with you Eph2:6 says  And God raised us up with Christ and seated us
with him in the heavenly realms in Christ … a table I have prepared for you in the midst of mine 
enemies

  has chosen to have us sit down with him, so chose to take our place with god

ps 31:19-20  describes a bit about this sitting down place
How abundant are the good things,     that you have stored up for those who fear you,
that you bestow in the sight of all,     on those who take refuge in you.
20 In the shelter of your presence you hide them     from all human intrigues;
you keep them safe in your dwelling     from accusing tongues. From the strife of tongues, from 
the  conspiracies of man

Ps 27:5
For in the day of trouble He will conceal me in His [e]tabernacle; In the secret place of His tent He 
will hide me; He will lift me up on a rock.
6 And now my head will be lifted up above my enemies around me, And I will offer in His tent 
sacrifices [f]with shouts of joy; I will sing, yes, I will sing praises to the LORD.

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=ps+27&version=NASB#fen-NASB-14292f
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=ps+27&version=NASB#fen-NASB-14291e
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=ps+91&version=NIV#fen-NIV-15397a


  All based on the depth of relationship that God seeks to continually help deepen. Into,
small is big, down is up, less it more

acts 17-25
Then the high priest and all his associates, who were members of the party of the Sadducees, were 
filled with jealousy. 18 jealousy … zeal, indignation, envy anger .   They arrested the apostles 
and put them in the public jail. ++Sadducee non miracles or resurrection, pride there … Fact that 
they are inflamed actually prove resurrection all the more  true … god uses their efforts for himself 
and against themselves  also think of their present embarrassment, seeing all these ever increasing 
things happen

the word filled, filled with jealousy  translated , influence and supply, accomplish

also in the past pre resurrection in Jesus day … it was the Pharisees that were the dominating party, 
or force,  they favoured the  resurrection but  primarily opposed the gospel, as they opposed Jesus

now post resurrection it is now the Sadducee who is the leading party,

they oppose the church, oppose resurrection and supernatural … but god allows which of the 
authorities to rise up so that he can fulfil the right process. So he had the Sadducee prominent today
so to speak in order to promote the gospel through the resurrection

..see blessing of god …. opposition of authorities … no authority placed that hasn’t been 
placed there for god

not surprising  Jealousy ROM 10:19 
But I say, Did not Israel know? first Moses saith, `I will provoke you to jealousy by [that which is] 
not a nation; by an unintelligent nation I will anger you,'+Those not a nation the Gentile

...ROM 11:11 
I say, then, Did they stumble that they might fall? let it not be! but by their fall the salvation [is] to 
the nations, to arouse them to jealousy;

Jealousy part of gods plan ...allowing its influence. And supply ….the persecution, is to 
scatter them, as so far they had not left Jerusalem, and that’s a reason why possibly only 
apostles had done certain things … burden of proof on The One Man, Jesus, the resurrection
and  not just on men … the focus is more on the One Man … resurrection is the proof of our
salvation

earlier, I shared god saying … I am bringing them out of the gutter, not a slanderous remark 
at all, but a reality
also feel he is saying I will bring them out of the blackest, deepest darkest black hole
       

• there isn’t a strong enough force existing, that can be exerted on it, a black hole,  or a 
mass large enough or , powerful enough to escape its gravity pull,(might be picture 
of the nature of sin and falleness)

•  but what if god was the force that was big enough, (the whole universe cant contain 



him) powerful enough that he could escape the gravitational pull of death, seeing as 
he bought all things into motion

• the only way light can escape a black hole was if there was already a light source 
within …. cos nothing is thought to be faster than the speed of light, so nothing is 
known to exists that can or is capable enough to bring light out of that hole, that’s 
why its called a black hole .

• what if god was that light … In the beginning god … before time existed

• he bends iron( the immovability of the commandments righteousness) to show his 
multi faceted and multi purposed mercy, without denying or eroding his absolute 
holiness

• he can bend the natural without breaking them … is anything to hard for him … we 
are entering strange realms , and stranger realms are to come, he wants us ready for 
them, to have the endurance that takes us through with him

let patience have its perfects work

 
James 1:3-4knowing that the proof of your faith doth work endurance,(patience)

4 and let the endurance have a perfect work, that ye may be perfect and entire -- in nothing lacking;

patience, endurance, is that quality that don’t let it divert u from god, 

that  attempt, attempts by the dark, don’t let it swerve u from him … what fellowship has light with
darkness

its a fruit of love and it grows in certain conditions

the word says the trying of your faith , the trying of your faith, not its destroying of your faith, this 
trying is there to give u endurance and not to destroy you

it is god who both will and to do … god is in charge, u belong to him, your worth it         

v4 that u may be complete, adult, transforming from one degree of glory to another

god is using circumstances … not to polish you off but to polish you up, perfect not lacking 
anything

Ask for wisdom to understand situation

he wants us to believe that the impossible, is not impossible, with God all things are 
possible, expect anything to happen, be expectant of everything happening. We spoke of a 
car with Gods foot flat down on the accelerator … Im not stopping till I get there, till I get to
the end of where I am going, what I am doing.
And he will work patience … that is endurance to see it through to the end, his enduring 
quality in us.
Ish 50:4-9  From the Message Bible
The Master, GOD, has given me
    a well-taught tongue,



So I know how to encourage tired people.
    He wakes me up in the morning,
Wakes me up, opens my ears
    to listen as one ready to take orders.
The Master, GOD, opened my ears,
    and I didn’t go back to sleep,
    didn’t pull the covers back over my head.
I followed orders,
    stood there and took it while they beat me,
    held steady while they pulled out my beard,
Didn’t dodge their insults,
    faced them as they spit in my face.
And the Master, GOD, stays right there and helps me,
    so I’m not disgraced.
Therefore I set my face like flint,
    confident that I’ll never regret this.
My champion is right here.
    Let’s take our stand together!
Who dares bring suit against me?
    Let him try!
Look! the Master, GOD, is right here.
    Who would dare call me guilty?
Look! My accusers are a clothes bin of threadbare
    socks and shirts, fodder for moths!

These last 2 lines describe the absolute fragility of the enemy, his cloth is so dried out, so brittle, the
merest effort to stand against god simply turns his garments to dust

The endurance of the enduring One working in us endurance … to get there to the end


